The Nature of the Crime

By Anna Von Reitz
When you crank it all down, the nature of the crime that affects most Americans most immediately
and deeply is an insurance fraud scheme.
By misidentifying you as Territorial or Municipal United States "citizens" instead of people native to
the actual United States we all think of, they avoid their obligation to indemnify you from loss or
damage and also avoid their obligation to compensate you when they seize upon your assets as an
occupying army.

For a clear statement of the indemnification you are owed as a civilian non-combatant see Army
Regulations AR 27-20, which also explains the reason that you have to hold the Court harmless
before the Court can act in your favor.
Once you have corrected the falsified registration and exercised your "reversionary trust interest" in
your own estate, Good Name, and other assets, and have "removed and re-conveyed" your Good
Name and the Derivative NAMES to a permanent domicile on the land and soil of the actual states,
everything changes.
Why? Because you repudiate the Reconstruction and the New Deal and blow it all back to Ground
Zero. There is no statute of limitation on fraud.
Your lawful standing as an American re-emerges. You can no longer be "presumed" to be acting as a
voluntary commercial franchisee of the British Crown. You cannot be mistaken for a bankrupt or
derelict "vessel" adrift on the High Seas. You cannot be "presumed" to be acting in any commercial
capacity regardless of the jurisdiction, but must instead be recognized as a private American "vessel"
engaged in international trade --- a vessel owed all aid and protection---and indemnification from loss
or damage.
And full compensation for any assets lost, plus treble damages if this loss occurred after you claim
that a mistake was made and demonstrate that you have corrected the public records.
They are acting as predators and denying you insurance and compensation you are owed. They have
perpetrated acts of gross human trafficking, kidnapping, press-ganging, and inland piracy.
These people are pirates in every sense of the word, but the base motive for it, is avoidance of
insurance claims.
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